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About Me
Draw yourself and write some adjectives 

to describe you.

Name: ___________________
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Ice-cream Adjectives
Name: ___________________

Looks like: Tastes like:

Sounds like:

Feels like:Smells like:
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Describe a Witch
Name: ___________________

scary sweet spooky happy kind

friendly evil mad dry mean

Choose 5 adjectives to describe the witch.
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Describe a snowman
Name: ___________________

icy tiny cold white green

happy round hot snowy sad

Choose 6 adjectives to describe the snowman.
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Adjectives
Write 2 adjectives to describe each picture.

Name: ___________________
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Describe It
Name: ___________________

bouncy sticky fluffy
cold yummy pretty
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Name: ___________________

Monster Adjectives
Decorate the monster and then write some adjectives to describe it.
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Adjective Sort
Name: ___________________

Color Shape Size

big tall pink heart
huge yellow round green

square little short dark
red diamond blue oval
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Yummy Adjectives
Fill the gumball machine with all the adjectives.

Name: ___________________

eat



Adjective
Name: ___________________

Fill in the words from the word bank.

1. The witch was _________.

2. I am _________ years old.

3. The ________ elephant drank water.

4. My sister ate a _________ lemon.

5. It was a _________ day.

6. The _________ ant was on a leaf.

tiny
sour

huge

scary
windy

ten

Match
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Fill in an
Name: ___________________

Choose an appropriate adjective 
to complete the sentences.

1. I saw a _________ dog at the park.

2. We went on a _________ holiday.

3. Dad has a _________ shirt.

4. My _________ sister has a doll house.

5. The ________ monster ate a cookie.

6. It was _______ so we went to the beach.

7. The mouse ate some ________ cheese.

Adjective



Find an Adjective
Name: ___________________

Read the sentences and highlight all 
the adjectives.

1. It is a pretty flower.

2. I have a green apple.

3. My little dog likes to play.

4. Dad gave me a yummy cake.

5. It was a hot day.

6. Kayla’s dress is purple.

7. The green snake is long.
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Find an Adjective
Name: ___________________

Read the sentences and highlight all 
the adjectives.

1. I saw a fluffy cat today.

2. The large elephant drank water.

3. I wore my yellow hat to school.

4. The funny clown made me laugh.

5. The slimy snail sat on a leaf.

6. Eva has an orange kite.

7. A tiny ant ate a little crumb.

8. The baby was happy.

9. The scary ghost was white.
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Verbs
Name: ___________________

Match the verbs to the pictures.

shop talk skip
swing draw cook
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Name: _______________

dance

tree

read

dig

door

mug

Verbs
It’s a Verb 

Not a Verb 
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Missing
Name: ___________________

Verbs 
1. I like to ________.

2. Ben can ________.

3. She loves to _______.

4. Mom will _______ the baby.

5. He can _______ the ball.

6. I _______ some bubbles.

push swim catch
sing blew paint



Missing
Name: ___________________

Verbs 
1. Sam ________ a picture. 

2. Mom ________ us some cookies.

3. I saw the little dog ______a hole.

4. I ________ at the disco. 

5. Meg can _______ her baby sister.

6. Dad and I ________ the tall tree.

7. I ________ because I was sad.

8. The little baby can ________.
9. He has a bad ________ last night.

10. The lady can ______ really fast.

climbed dig dream carry danced

baked run drew cried crawl



Popping verbs
Color all the balloons with verbs.

Name: ___________________

jog

swim

sleep

run

eat

talk

walk

dance

cut

soap

cat

tall

red

glass

pencil
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Verb Places
What can you do at the following places?

Name: ___________________
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school

beach

park



Name: ___________________

Munching verbs
Fill the cat’s mouth with all the verbs.



My Superhero
Write some action verbs to describe what your 

superhero can do.

Name: ___________________
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Guess Who

Match the pictures to the 
verbs.

Name: ___________________

I can hop I can bark

I can swim I can fly

I can roar I can swing

verbs
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Name: ___________________

Similar Verbs
Paste the similar verb under its matching picture.

run cry talk sleep

laugh yell bake smile

nap grin shout sob

giggle chat cook jog
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Verb Tenses
Name: ___________________

Sort the verbs in the matching column.

Past Present 

asked walk talked ask

pull looked play look

played pulled talk walked



Irregular Verbs
Name: ___________________

Sort the irregular verbs in the matching column.

Past Present 

ate say run see ride take

found tell blew find blow ran

rode saw eat told took said



Find a Verb
Name: ___________________

Read the sentences and highlight all 
the verbs.

1. I went for a swim.

2. My mom walked to work.

3. Sam likes to read books.

4. We play games at lunch.

5. My sister can dance.

6. I saw the bunny hop.

7. I know how to ride a bike.
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Name: ___________________

1. Sally cleaned her bedroom.

2. My brother went fishing.

3. I was tired so I went to sleep.

4. Jamie laughed at the funny joke.

5. My teacher likes to sing to us.

6. I wash my hands after school.

7. Lily ate some cheese pizza.

8. I know how to catch a ball.

9. I always brush my teeth at night.

Find a Verb
Read the sentences and highlight all 

the verbs.
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Nouns & Verbs

Verb

Name: ___________________

Noun

sing man sit bell play
farm nurse cow queen drive
kick wipe hand eat ghost
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Person, Place
Name: ___________________

Person Person

Place Place

Thing Thing

Person Person

Place Place

Thing Thing

Person Person

Place Place

Thing Thing

Person Person

Place Place

Thing Thing

or Thing 



Name: ___________________

Sort        Nounsthe 
Person Place Thing 

farm bug king school

horse farmer nose egg

lady library city teacher
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Name: ___________________

Search the school for the following nouns.

Person

Place

Thing

Noun Hunt
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Find        Nounsthe 
Name: ___________________

Color all the nouns.

hospital

beach

king

mailman shoe

pretty
candyballoon

write

throw

fast

old

uglyslow
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Color
Name: ___________________

the 
Nouns

yellow

personblue

place
red thing
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Name: ___________________

Noun House
Write all the nouns in the house.

flower



Beach Nouns
What nouns might you find at the beach?

Name: ___________________
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Find a Noun
Name: ___________________

Read the sentences and highlight all 
the nouns.

1.The dog ate some food.

2. My dad gave me an apple.

3. We went to the park.

4. The girl had a pink dress.

5. I found a yellow flower.

6. My cat likes to play.

7. The boy has a toy.
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Name: ___________________

1. The monkey climbed a tree.

2. My sister baked some cookies.

3. Sam likes to visit the beach.

4. There was a spider in the web.

5. Mom has a red bag.

6. My teacher gave me homework.

7. Sarah ate pizza.

8. I saw a cute penguin.

9. My grandma has black hair.

Find a Noun
Read the sentences and highlight all 

the nouns.
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Name: ___________________

Proper Nouns

Common Noun Proper Noun

store

car

candy

girl

movie

drink

Think of some proper nouns for each common noun.
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Name: ___________________

Rewrite the words and add a capital
if needed.

Capitals

dog snickers

target book

flower josh

lisa april

america farm

nurse spider

alex mcdonalds

girl library
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Name: ___________________

Common Proper

Common        proper or 
Sort the nouns by their type.

pencil park New York frog Emily

bed Sally witch zoo April

Target bat McDonald’s Max sister
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Think of a 
Noun

Common Noun Proper Noun

Person

Place

Thing

Name: ___________________

Brainstorm some common and proper nouns.
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Pronoun Match
Name: ___________________

them they it
it her him
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Name: ___________________

Write the pronoun that replaces 
the underlined word/s.

Pronoun Match

Jack went to bed.

Ava and Pam are sisters.

I saw a dog catch the ball.

Dad is going to work.

We had a drink a lunch.

Tony has a red car.

Mom and dad are at home.

Jill ate a pink cupcake.

he    she    they   it
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Name: ___________________

Pronoun Match

Dad gave Sam and me a cat.

I went home with Emma.

Give the ball to David.

We saw Pam and Jo at school.

Max gave Mia a hug.

My sister ate with Adam and me.

I played with Kate at the park.

Mom fed my brother.

her     him     us    them

Write the pronoun that replaces 
the underlined word/s.
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Name: ___________________

Pronoun

Circle the pronoun that completes the sentence.

1. __________ went for a walk.

2. Dad gave __________ a cupcake.

3.  __________ went to the zoo.

4. I saw __________ at the store.

5. __________ is my friend.

6. We gave __________ a cake.

7. My sister sent _________ a letter. 

(them, she)

(me, I )

(we, us )

(she, her )

(he, him )

(them, they )

(his, us )

Sentences



Plurals
Name: ___________________

Color the word that matches the picture.

cat cats boot boots worm worms

flower flowers cloud clouds apple apples

table tables grape grapes sock socks



Plural Sort
Name: ___________________

Sort the words into their matching columns.

Singular Plural

dishes ball pencil books hats

farm trees cups glass cookie

bees wish bike rock frogs
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Irregular
Name: ___________________

Nouns
child

mouse

tooth

leaf

foot

geese teeth feet people mice

leaves men children women wolves

wolf

goose

man

woman

person
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Sorting words

pig brave fish walk

swim girl small house

sad hop yummy sleep

Noun Adjective Verb

Name: ___________________
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Granny’s
Quilt

Name: ___________________

mean map run nurse

frog talk funny red

cry big snake eat

tree long sleep sun

Noun

Use the key to color the words.

pink red blue

Adjective Verb
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Name: ___________________

Nouns, Adjectives

eat cold cake buy

apple run fairy red

hard egg little park

bake talk laugh dig

chair slow hot bird

round man long silly

duck big cry baby

read tooth yell sweet

old climb rat cut

Choose 3 colors and color the nouns, adjectives and 
verbs in different colors.

and Verbs
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Parts of Speech
Paste the words in the matching column and row.

Name: ___________________

Noun Adjective Verb

flower pretty blooms

cuts hops sharp rabbit hot

shines cute sun scissors
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